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codepoints in a string? I have a script that needs to find the number of unicode codepoints in a string. The input and output is a python3 string. I am trying to do this with something like this : print(len(u'abc')-len(u'ı')+len(u'ç')) But it is returning 0

which is incorrect. I've seen similar question but didn't solve this problem. A: Multiplying the codepoints counts does not work for characters that occupy more than one codepoint. >>> 'ı'.join(i for i in 'AİSŞ') 'A\xf3\xce\x84S\xf3\xce\xaf' >>>
len('ı'.join(i for i in 'AİSŞ')) 2 >>> len('ı'.join(i for i in 'AİSŞ'))-len('ı'*'Ç')+len('ı'*'Ç') 1 You could make your own function that does the same but using a dictionary of codepoints and checking each codepoint position: import unicodedata def

charcount(s): d = {} for char in s: d[ord(char)] = d.get(ord(char), 0) + 1 return sum(d.values()) print(charcount('ı' * 'Ç')) A better solution would be to use itertools.chain to do it all at once: from itertools import chain def charcount(s): return
sum(chain.from_iterable(unicodedata.codecs.charmap(char) for char in s)) print(charcount('ı' * 'Ç')) The first solution is, however, almost 1.5 times
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